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Reed

Plant reproductive rights( n) the rights of the nobles pbr-reed[N] or of the home of the food tree, See also: Oh, Reed, Syn. Papyrus reed[N] Flute, See also Pi, Syn. Flute, Pipe Type,Syn. species breed [VT] spawned variety [VT] raised, Syn. bring up kind [VI] Mating, See also: [N] Religious Commandments creed [N] beliefs, Syn. faith,
doctrine greed [N] Greed, See also Greedy, Syn. Hunger, appetite, Ant. well-being, reedy fullness[ADJ], which is like a flute, Syn. sharp, piping greedy [ADJ] Which is hungry, See also: greedy, selfish, Syn. hungry, greedy, ant. generous, selfless screed [N] Long and uninteresting writing, See also: Article long and uninteresting breeder [N]
animal husbandry freedom [N] independence, See also Freedom, Freedom, Color. independence, freedom inbreed [VT] [VI] Very similar (genetic) pairing with inbreeds[VI] [ADV] poorly reeding [N] breeding breeding [N] breeding animals bred freedman [N], who was free of greedy [ADV] slavery, syn selfish reediness [N] Crossbreed
crossing crossing[VT] crossing, Syn. hybridizes inters crossed[N] Mixed varieties, Syn. hybrid, mingler, crossbreed, crossbreed [N] Half, See also Half-Breed, Syn. half-breed, half-breed crossbreed[VT] [VI] Mating between different species reed organ[N] flute instruments, Syn. reed pipe broken reed [IDM] See also: Unreliable oral fish,
which is a breeder[N] reed instrument[N] reed instrument[N] orglope instrument, Syn. the mouth of the trachea medal of freedom. America's highest prizes are awarded to successful people. Agreed(Arabic)adj. which is an agreed breed (farmed) {bred, bred, bred, breeded, breeded} v. Release, cause, breed, breed, hatch, hatch, raise,
train, make stomach. N. Varieties, species, groups, mixed varieties, Syn. breeder (Bred). People breed plants or animals, animals or plants that breed puppies, babysitters, interns, syn. initiating breeding (bred'ding). Breeding, ball release, modal fission, Syn. raising creed (creed) n. Religious Commandments,Principles of Trust, See also
Creedal See Creedal, Syndo crossed (crossed), {crossed, intersed, interseded} vt.,vi. Mix the varieties to make mixed varieties. N. Mixed varieties Dairy variety. The ones who were freed from slavery. -e.g. freedmen freedom (free'original) n. Freedom, Freedom, Syn. independence greed (tapping) n. Gluttony, greed, cravings, Syn. greed
###A. generosity greedy (good' give. Greedy, greedy, greedy, wishful., See also greedily adv. greediness n., Syn. covetous half-breedn. Hybrids, mixed blood, mixed breeds. About hybrids, about breeds mixed variety (in'bred) vt. Mating with a close lineage, mating from parents of the same temperaor, See also inbreeding n., Syn.
interbreed v. This makes it even between different varieties. Interactive conditions indicate sudden retaliation, such as entering basic programs on your computer. If you typed it, it's reported immediately on the screen, and it's not right to use some non-interactive language programs. We had to wait for the end of the program to respond or
report errors or find the results, so the answer is jerreed (will be scrolled') {jerreeded,jerreed,jerreeds} vt. Built cheaply and gently, quickly built and accidentally reed (rolled) n. Reed or oint, flute, pi, music sang such musical instruments, lam, wood. Pi and flute type devices The accordion is a kind of antispasmodic type of odor. Pi or flute
type with edial tongue (reeding). Grooved, reedy embossing (rea'd) give. Stuffed variety (n) variety, breeding creed (n) creed, creed, beliefs, crossbreed (vt) crossing freedman (n) freedman slaves, freedom (n) freedom, freedom, Thainess, privilege greed (n) gluttony, greed, greed, greed, greed, cravings. greedy (adv) gluttonous, greedy,
greedy Motoson greed (n) Greedy(give) gluttonous, greedy, greedy, wanting interbreed (vt) breeding, reed (n) breeding, tree, oe, pi, flute reedy (give) like a tree, full of oe, the premium should be agreed to the premium as agreed. This is syn syner of the premium to be placed [Insurance 2 Mar 2002] religion, freedom; freedom of religion;
freedom of religion; religious freedom [political science 17 August 2001] religious freedom; religion, freedom; religious freedom religious freedom [political science August 17, 2001] religious freedom [Act 11 Mar 2002] religious freedom; religion, freedom; religious freedom [political science August 17, 2001] reed valve language soft slip
[automotive 12 Mar 2002] academic freedom academic [Act 11,100] Assembly, assembly, assembly freedom [political science August 17, 2001] assembly, freedom of assembly; Breeding 2. [Botany 18 February 2002] Co's Free Freedom Of Liberty (February 4, 2011) mating co-operation [Mathematics 9 Feb 2004] free speech [Law of 11
March 2002] Freedom of choice, freedom of choice (voluntarily) [Political science 17 August 2001] Freedom to contract, freedom to contract [11 Mar. [Law No 2002, 11. scientific freedom [Jurisprudence 11 Mar 2002] freedom, degree of freedom [Mathematics July 19, 2004] Freedom, Religious Freedom Religious Freedom [Political
Science August 17, 2001] Freed Slaves [Political Science 17 Aug 2001] Freedom of Freedom, Freedom [Political Science 17 August 2001] Freedom of Freedom [Philosophy 2 Mar 2002] Freedom [see Freedom] [Act 11] Freedom of Assembly] Freedom of Assembly [17] Freedom of Expression [17] , freedom of expression [Article 11 of
Law No 2002] [In the european economic community (EEC)] [Jurisprudence Mar 11, 2002. Neutrons react with some fertile substances, transforming them into fission materials. Rapid breeding reactor fuel production reactor (neutron speed) FBR [Nuclear] Academic Freedom Academic Freedom [TU Subject Heading] Livestock [TU
Subject Heading] Livestock [TU Subject Heading] Cattle breeds [TU Subject Heading] Breeding Breeding [TU Subject Header] Chiuahua (Dog Breed), Chihuahua (Dog breed) [TU Subject Matter Chapter] Convention on Freedom of Association and Protection of The Right to Organise (1948) Convention on Freedom of Reception and
Protection of The Right of Organizers (1948) on freedom of reception and protection of the right of organisers Council Directive 48/462/EEC of 26 June 1948 on the freedom of admission and the protection of the right of organisers (1) Convention (1948) Convention on the Freedom and Protection of Social Inclusion (1948) [TU Subject
Matter Chapter] Dog Breeds [TU Subject Matter Chapter] Dog Breeds [TU Subject Matter Chapter] Freedom of Association [1948] TU Subject Matter Chapter] Freedom of Speech [TU Subject Chapter] Freedom of Information Freedom [TU Subject Matter Chapter] Freedom of Religion [TU Subject Chapter] Freedom of religion [TU Subject
Matter Chapter] Freedom of expression [TU Subject Matter Chapter] Freedom of expression [TU Subject Matter Chapter] [TU Subject Heading] The freedom of the press of the newspaper [TU Subject Heading] Inbreeding has the same bloodline. [TU Subject Heading] Inbreeding sex between the same bloodlines [TU Subject heading]
Mutating mutational breeding [TU Subject heading] Plant breeder plant breeding [TU Subject Header] Plant breeding plant breeding by this mysmutation [TU Subject mutation] The inbreeding co-ation, characteristics of the reproduction of parents from the same bloodline [environment] Zone of freedom and neutrality of peace, peace,
freedom, freedom in Southeast Asia [[diplomacy] are free of fear [diplomacy] In addition to being completely free to have a book or other means , which may contact the government or send and receive letters or letters from special correspondents or diplomatic on this matter, the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations shall be subject
to the provisions of Article 27; For the purpose of official contacts with the Government and with other delegations and consulates of the Sending State, the delegation may use all appropriate means, including holders of diplomatic material and materials, as codes or codes. However, delegation may install and use a radio station only with
the consent of the Recipient State. 2. The delegation's official interactive book shall be of no use. The official interactive book shall cover the delegation and all interactive books relating to the mission of the delegation. 3. The diplomatic pouch will not be opened or quarantined. The diplomatic courrier shall receive diplomatic courrier
documents, which shall be obtained by a document indicating the number of packages contained in the diplomatic package to be protected by the recipient State. In order to carry out their duties, the holders of diplomatic content shall not be of any kind to the Person and shall not be arrested or detained in any way. 6. Where, in
accordance with Article 5(2) of this Article, a member of the commission has not been As soon as the holder sends a diplomatic bag to the recipient, the recipient must be sent a diplomatic bag from the order. 7. Diplomatic bags may be assigned to the master of a commercial aircraft, the coordinates of which may be placed in an
authorised immigration port, allowing the master of the commercial aircraft to obtain official documents indicating the number of packages covered by the bag, but shall not be considered as diplomatic holders as commander of the commercial aircraft. [Diplomats] Freedom of movement of diplomatic agents and the path of delegates?
Diplomatically. But during the last Cold War, the state gave diplomatic representatives free permission to move and travel the country. The United States has imposed travel restrictions on the group's diplomatic representatives. Some communist countries include the Soviet Union. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Roumania and
Poland, the United States has established 355 areas on its territory. 11 of all areas, an equally prohibited entry zone for diplomatic representatives of these countries. The Communist group has also imposed travel restrictions on official representatives. The Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations is based on Article 26 of the Act.
[Diplomacy] Free movement of consular post office free movement of persons at work The Vienna Convention on Consular Relations is a law and regulation regulation on the access of the Recipient State to restricted or designated zones for national security reasons34. [Medical] Reproductive Season [Medical] Cells, Reed Sternberg's
Reed Sternberg Cell [Medical] Freedom, the number of independent variables, the hierarchy of freedom [Medical] degrection, modified sections of freedom independence [Medicine] Freedom, Academic Freedom [Medical] Breeding mating in them, mating during creatures of the same parent or close gene [Dictionary] Muscle re-education,
training muscle, muscle building, muscle atrophy Freediving livestock breeding, screed naked body diving (n) rough polished siemens skin. Freedom Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest (2006) Agreed.Ok The Guardian (2010) Agreed.OK Predestination (2014) REED:REED: Boogie Nights (1997) Reed! Reed! The Rave (2013)
Freedom of speech is objectionable. The right to speak absurdly The great dictator (1940) Greed poisoned the souls of men, barricaded the world in hatred, and smitten us with blood. The Great Dictator's Carnation (1940) The misery on us, but the passing of greed, the bitterness of people who fear human development. It's greed. The
pain of frightened people All men have passed through the Great Dictator (1940), let us fight for the liberation of the world, the elimination of national obstacles, the eradication of greed, hatred and intolerance. We come out of the darkness into a new world, a kinder world where people Over their hatred, greed and brutality. Enter a new
world Rebecca (1940), Freedom to Work, Work Leave Night and Fog (1956) Are You Liberated? 12 Angry Man (1957) This is a secret ballot. We all agree that no or no 12 Angry Men (1957) We have agreed that ten seconds will take the train to pass at any given point. Let's just say that the good, the bad and the ugly (1966) We are all
part of the same team who all play a role in the fight for freedom and democracy. The Struggle for Freedom and Democracy, How I Won the War (1967) Alone among God's primates, he kills sports with lust or greed. It's so slain as a sport, so lush Under the Planet of the Apes (1970) Let them not multiply in large numbers, don't let it fertile
under the expansive Planet of the Apes (1970). Once upon a time, under the planet of the apes (1970) Freedom! Drive them to under the Planet of the Apes (1970) -We want freedom!- We want freedom under the Planet of the Apes (1970) We want freedom! I gave him freedom, but I taught him never to abuse his family. They came to our
rescue. to make our dreams come true, Flaming Saddles (1974) Do not expect to find here the freedom granted in the outside world, not hoping to find something here, freedom granted in the outside world Salò, or the 120 days of Sodom (1975) hesed gently, opened and closed his face began to suck that greed completely touched,
gentlemen, It opened and down his face ... begins to suck that greed Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom (1975) Agreed upon, which agreed salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom (1975) You earliegreed to be part of an experiment today with the Los Angeles Police Department. Step right up, mate, and watch your kid lay down on a rubber road to
freedom!, step up to the junction and watch the kids drop down the road to tire the right to freedom! Mad Max (1979) - Do it for Freedom and the Nightrider! Do for Freedom and Mad Max (1979) Take it agreed with him. Use it you agree with his Mad Max (1979) Freedom Independent The Blues Brothers (1980) yes, freedom right now.
Freedom Now The Blues Brothers (1980) Oh, Freedom, Freedom, the Blues Brothers (1980) Nothing more to do than breed. Do Nothing But Do.Don't Do The Road Warrior (1981) Male governments, dignitaries from all over the world, joined forces today to worship this little brown man in the crotch that led his country to freedom.
Governments, medals from all over the world. Together we mourn Gandhi (1982), they see no reason to give their loyalty to rich and powerful people who simply want to take on the role of the British in the name of freedom. Loyal to the rich and powerful. Those hoping to inherit the role of the British by saying Gandhi's freedom (1982) So
it's only natural for the best young minds to assume the air of Oriental dignity while eagerly assimilating any Western weakness as quickly as they can. If you say that they stopped violence, Gandhi (1982) and Gandhi, that's fine, Gandhi (1982), if we get our freedom from murder and blood shed, I don't want to participate in it. I don't take
that Gandhi (1982) Sedition should be our creed. Peaceful agitation about our reputation for Gandhi (1982) It gave him power and freedom to speak. It gives him power and freedom of speech Gandhi (1982) reedMan is a thinking reed. he nodded as to say that he had agreed. My wife Reed and I have agreed on a holiday plan. reedThe
people enjoyed a taste of freedom. reedThe whole school agreed with the proposal. reedGreedy cats are out for a fast buck. reedI agreed with him on that point. reedThey fought for freedom of religion. reedThey had a long talk in an atmosphere of peace and freedom. reedThey agreed on a price. reedThey agreed to start early. reedAll
the members of the club agreed with me. reedThat is why all the students in the class agreed with him. reedWe must defend our freedom at all cost. reedHe does not need to eat, he is just greedy. reedThey all agreed to a man that this statement was true. reedRabbits breed quickly. reedThat proposal may be a way to kill two birds with
one stone but we also have to be careful not to get greedy and spoil everything. reedNot until the end of the nineteenth century, did plant breeding become a scientific discipline. reedWe want freedom from poverty. reedFreedom is the breath of life. reedHe guaranteed his slaves' freedom. reedThe statue expresses freedom. reedThey
agreed on a joint statement. reedThe club members agreed to present the seniors with a brooch each. reedAlthough he had many toys, his greed made him want more. reedBacteria will not breed in alcohol. reedHe had little freedom of action. reedBlack people in America once said, Give us freedom. reedMr Takahasi agreed to go with
you. reedI agreed with her. reedPeople love freedom. reedThey fought in the cause of freedom. reedNowadays parents treat their children more as equals than they used to and the child is given more freedom to make his or her own decisions in life. reedThe court decreed that the charge be paid. reedThe greedy man was by no means
satisfied with the reward. reedYou have freedom to travel wherever you like. reedFreedom of speech is now taken as a matter of course. สิทธิและเสรีภาพขัน้พื้นฐาน[N] fundamental rights and freedoms, Example: Az alapvető jogok és szabadságok az emberi származással való születéshez való jog. Senki sem veheti el az embereket.
Tenyésztő[N] tenyésztő, Lásd még: ménes (pl. bika), Hangya. Tenyésztő, Példa: 1 készlet tücskök álló 1 tenyésztő, 3 tenyésztők, gróf egység: A karakter, thai meghatározás: Nemi állatok tenyésztéséhez használt Tenyésztő [N] tenyésztő, Hangya. Kapzsi tenyésztő[N] kapzsiság, Lásd még: kapzsiság, kupidóság, Syn. Kapzsi Motoson,
Vágy, Vágy Szaporítsa[V] fajta, Lásd még: szaporítás fajok, Syn. Tenyésztés, tenyésztés, Példa: Thai definition: To breed more Thai [N] freedom, See also: independence, freedom, emancipation, Syn. Tai, Ant. Slave, Example: Every nation wants to be Thai. No one likes to be under the authority of others, Thai definition: Self-freedom,
inse slavery Thoroughbred[ADJ] pure breed, Example: Dogs are American-bred dogs. Reproductive[N] reproduction, See also Breeding Freedom,See also Independence, Liberation, Syn. Freedom, freedom, example: Despite being convicted of his freedom, deported, Thai definition. Tyranny, cult doctrine, See also cult, creed, ideology,
faith, faith, syn. Beliefs, principles, concepts, examples: This castle was built with strong faith in religion, Thai definition: Trust motto or opinion Half-half[N] half-hang, See also: half-breed, example: The boy looks beautiful, brown hair soft as a Thai-American bastard, Thai definition: Children born to foreign parents, free [N] freedom, See
also: freedom, independence, Syn. Free example: People are free and free to choose their own way of life, Thai definition: This can be done without hindrance, you have the right to do so without violating the rights of others. Freedom[N] Freedom, See also Freedom, Syn. Independence, example: Even if people are free to gather, do not
suffer for others, Thai definition: Freedom Oh[N] reed grass, See also Arundo donax Linn., Oh, for example: Near the road there is a ditch, it looks like a watershed. There is an incinerator tree, count unit: early, Thai definition: The Gramineae family has wet, wet stems, stiff stems, articulated nodulings. Creed[N]creed, See also: faith,
ideology, creed, faith, faith, doctrine, example: Religions of all religions may perform rituals based on their creed freely, count unity: Cult greed [V] be greedy, See also capricious, desire, Syn. Greedy, greedy Motoson, Example: If you were not greedy, you wouldn't have died in this state, Thai definition: [GIVE] greedy, See also capricious,
greedy, example: For those who are very greedy, this money just takes a little, Thai definition: that desire is insatiable, very greedy [V] greedy, see also: desire, insatiable, capricious, syn. Greedy Motoson, Example: He can't help but be greedy. Despite the rich, Thai definition: I want to be unbreakable. Reproduction[V] reproduced, see
also variety, reproduction, example: Menopause means depletion of reproductive ability, Thai definition: The offspring continued. Breed[N], See also herd, strain, strain, species, species, type, example: CP is a conglomerate of animal and plant species, counting unit: Greedy tribes [V] greedy, See also: can be ensatiable, be greedy,
desire, be capricious, Syn. Greedy, very greedy, Ant. He was so greedy about everything that he was selfish, Thai definition: Highly sought after, very greedy desire[ADV] eagerly, See also: Greedy, insatiable, moody, Syn. Greedy, very greedy, Ant. He does thingsmohón, regardless of the consequences, Thai definition: Very desirable,
very greedy desire[GIVE] greedy, See also greedy, greedy, unlable, capricious, Syn. Greedy, very greedy, Ant. Greedy people tend to live in society unhappily, Thai definition: a lot of desire, a lot of desire, often [V] greedy, See also: be selfish, assivil, Syn. Greedy, desirable, wayward, selfish, example: If you always behave this way, He's
not really known for that, Thai definition: [GIVE] greedy, See also: selfish, moody, Syn. Avid, Altruistic, Example: I don't want to work with people like him, Thai definition: who has a habit of seeing who wants to live. Perseverance[N] stinginess, See also greed, grumpiness, niggardliness, Syn. Stingy, Example: He's a stingy guy. He spends
his money firmly and stingy, Thai definition: Making sure that money to spend [Sun] should be greedy, See also: be greedy, seize, be moody, Syn. Ding, lust, greedy, stingy, for money's sake, Ant sacrifice, Example: Younger brother is very instilled [V] foster, See also: instill, educate, develop, nurture, train, breed, Syn. Training, sermon,
example: Being a buddy and useful is something you need to cultivate for young people. Undergrowth[N] dense grasses, See also: thick growth of grass / weeds, mass of reeds / grasses, Syn. Grass Dong, Example: Counter unit: Pong, Thai definition: A lot of grass. Hybrid[N] Hybrid, See also cross,Syn. 1,000 roads, hybrids, examples: In
the 1960s and 1970s, a wide range of high-yield cereals was discovered. The yield is caused by the appearance of a mixed species, of which it does not belong. Breeding[V] breed, See also multiplication, propagation, Example: Aphids can multiply every 5 hours, thus causing resistance to insecticides in one season, Thai definition: [ADV]



filthily, See also greedily, vulgarly, neglectfully, devoured, gluttonously, Syn. Sloppy, Ocseny, Example: Ate a moom as he did not preach, Thai definition: Sloppy eating symptoms[N] release, See also: salvation, nirvvana, freedom, freedom, Syn. Lapse, Notes: (Bali) Production[V] generates, See also variety, produce, Syn. Birth, Origin,
Example: The heater produces a modest amount of heat, Thai definition: For there, Notes: (Bali) Mating[V] variety, Syn. Reproduction, Example: Of course Male butterflies follow the smell of that breed of females, greed [V] desire, See also: be greedy, be greedy, Syn. Often, greedy, greedy, example: Some bureaucrats are too greedy to
make money greater than accuracy, Thai definition: [GIVE] greedy, See also: unviable, capricious, greedy, Syn. Often, greedy, greedy, example: Greedy. Greedy [ADV] eagerly, See also: insatiably, avariciously, covetously, Syn. Often, greedy, greedy, example: [GIVE] greedy, see also capricious, greedy, Syn. Very greedy, Example:
Those who are greedy, Motoson, can not find happiness in life at all, greedy Motoson [V] greedy, See also: be capricious, be greedy, desire, desire, syn. Very Greedy, Example: You may not be as greedy as your brother, Thai definition: I want a lot of rhetoric [N] ideology, See also: creed, doctrine, faith, opinion, Syn. Creed, Commentary,
Notes: (Bali / Sanskrit) Vimutti [N] liberation, See also: release, nirvvana, liberation, freedom, Syn. Lapse, Exdone, Nirvana, Example: Therefore, the verbal growth of their minds will be a sacrament of meditation, such as wisdom, Thai definition: The lack of global complication, exhaustion, Remarks: (Bali) Vimok [N] releases human affairs,
See also: liberation, Nirvana, redemption, freedom, Syn. In 2013, the company removed me from his home in The New York Times. Lack of world entrapsion, lack of passion, Notes: (Bali) Wang [N] is the name of the tree of the reed family, See also: grasses of different types, which are thatching, Syn. Thai definition: In the Cyperaceae
family, in the water long leaves are used on the roof and weave legastb. [N]principle of freedom, Example: Thailand is a country that uses liberalism to govern, Thai definition: Principle of Freedom, Blood Face [ADJ] greedy, See also: grasping, brash, selfish, Syn. blood face, help, exploitation, Example: The government can't fix the belly
and the oppressive problems of bloody landowners, Thai definition: It's customary not to see others. Blood face [GIVE] greedy, See also: grasping, greedy, selfish, Syn. Bloody, exploitative, selfish, example: Next, people may view some doctors as blood traffickers, Thai definition: [ADV] eagerly, See also: voraciously, capriciously, Syn.
The boy ate pizza as gluttonously as he had never eaten, Thai definition: Ingestion, selfless,[ADV] voraciously, See also: hastily, clumsily, clumsily, boorishly, eagerly, voraciously, Syn. In 2014, the company 1000m, wolf, mammoth, example: Nomadic black cat eats mackerel like a lobster, Thai definition: effectively. Consumption,
gluttony[ADV] eagerly, see also voraciously, Syn. Greedy, gluttonous, gluttonous, gluttonous Buddhist[n. exp.] (bøwøn Phutthasatsana) HU: the glorious creed of Buddhism is independent(it) EN: freedom; freedom (n.) (itsaraphāp) EN; freedom; freedom; freedom; liberal FR; liberté [f] ; indépendance [f] ; clé des champs [f] will give me.]
(jakla) en: greedy; gluttonous; Chinese jug [n. exp.] (Jang Jīn) EN: Reed rhapis;    Reproduction[n. exp.] (kān jaroēnphan) HU: reproduction; Breeding[n. exp.] (kān phasomphan sat) HU: livestock production; Propagation(v. exp.) (khayāi phan) multiply species semi-national [n. exp.] (khreung chāt) HU: half-breed;    Greed (khwām lōp) EN:
greed FR: avidité [f] independence[n. exp.] (khwām pen ėkkarāt) EN: independence; independence (khwām toll itsara) EN; freedom; freedom; liberation FR; cravings (khwām yāk) EN: greed; desire; desire; desire; human passion FR: mauvaise pensée[f] reed[n.] (kok) EN: reed; Egyptian Reed [n. exp.] (kok Īyip) EN: Egyptian paper mill ;
Papyrus ;    be capricious FR: être avide (de) greed[adj.] (New Year's) HU: greed is capricious; language [n.] (lin) EN: reed the tongue [n.] (linpī) EN: reed of a fr pipe: anche [f] grabbing[n.] (lōp) EN: greed;varice FR: avidité [f] ; cupidité [f] grabbing[adj.] (New Year's Day) EN: Greedy; very greedy[adj.] (lōp māk) EN: Greedy; Blood face[adj.]
(nāleūat) EN: Greedy Bloodface[adj.] (nā lōhit) EN: Greedy greedy[adj.] (ngok) HU: greedy; money[v. exp.] (ngok ngoen) HU: be greedy for money FR: être avide d'argent Redhead undergrowth[n. exp.] (ngū phong-ø hūa daėng) HU: Redhead Reed;    Long-headed Python [n. exp.] (ngū phong-ø hūa yāo) EN: Dwarf Reed;    (n. exp.] (ngū
phong-ø lāk lāi) EN: Variable Reed Small undergrowth[n. exp.] (ngū phong-ø lek) HU: Dwarf Reed Long-headed Reed Snake, Python Snake[n. exp.] (ngū phong-ø Malāyū) EN: Malay Mountain Reed Snake Brown Python[n. exp.] (ngū phong-ø sī nāmtān) EN: Collared Reed Snake Yellow-bellied Snake [n. exp.] (ngū phong-ø thøng
leūang) EN: Collared reed snake Nok phong EN: reed-lark Black eyebrows undergrowth[n. exp.] (nok phong khiu dam) EN: Black-bellied Reed Warbler FR: Rousserolle de Schrenck [f] ; Paddyfield Lark FR: Rousserolle isabelle [f] Blunt-winged lark FR: Rousserolle de Swinhoe [f] ; Manchurian Paddyfield Lark FR: Rousserolle mandchoue
[f] ; Thick-beaked lark FR: Rousserolle à gros bec [f] ; Long Beak (?) [n. exp.] (nok phong pāk yāo (?)) EN: Big-beaked Reed Warbler Indian Bred Snapper[n. (nok phong yai phan Indīa) HU: Clamorous Reed Warbler FR: Rousserolle stentor [f] ; Japanese genumspect[n. exp.] (nok phong yai phan Yīpun) EN: Oriental Reed Warbler FR:
Rousserolle d'Orient [f] ; Oh[n.] (ø) EN: reed grass FR: roseau [m] ; [zhёng, ㄓㄨㄥˇ, ¢ / ا] seed; variety; species; species; strain; Type 2; Type 2; classifier means variety, type, variety; #113[Add to Longdo] 由[zì yóu, ㄗˋ ㄧㄡˊ, 由] freedom; freedom, #1,327 [Add to Longdo ㄆㄧㄣˇ ㄓㄨㄥˇ] variety, #1,682 [Add to Longdo] 培育[péi yù, ㄆㄟˊ
ㄩˋ, 培育] the train; the order of the breed, #4,197 [Add to Longdo] 贪[tān, ㄊㄢ, 贪/貪], #6,891 [Add to Longdo] of #8 ㄉㄧㄥˋ ㄒㄧㄤˋ,095 #8,095 [Add to Longdo]; The 殖[tree zhí, ㄈㄢˊ ㄓˊ, ,殖] is the variety; reproduce; #8,156 [Add to Longdo] 贪官[tān guān, ㄊㄢ ㄍㄨㄢ, 贪官 / 貪官] is a greedy official, Add the Longdo good seed sli ng
zhёng, ㄌㄧㄤˊ ㄓㄨㄥˇ, good seed / good seed) better type; good variety; pedigree, #11.868 s add a Longdo, sg the rune, ㄗˋ ㄖㄨˊ, free of action; unhindered; without restriction; smoothly; easily; free, #12, 415 sed in Longdo, greedy tān lán, ㄊㄢ ㄌㄢˊ, greedy / 貪 sydd) avaricious; greedy; greedy; inseparable; greedy; greedy, #12,892
sed to longdo breeds s zī shēng, ㄗ ㄕㄥ, breeds to breed; to flourish; causes; provoke; #14.029 (Add to Longdo) incubation (fū en, ㄈㄨ ㄏㄨㄚˋ, incubation) breeding; incubate; innovation (especially in trade and marketing), #14,052 (Add to Longdo) can emerge from the céng chū bù qióng, ㄘㄥˊ ㄔㄨ ㄅㄨˋ ㄑㄩㄥˊ, infinitely / out of 窮窮)
more and more emerge (idiom saw); countless succession; breeding such as flies, #14,245 s.add a Longdo, ㄔㄢˊ, s / 饞, gluttonous; greedy, #15,840 (Add to Longdo) greedy . . . tān xīn, ㄊㄢ ㄒㄧㄣ, greed / 貪. greedy, #17,059 (Add to Longdo) s.shėng, ㄕㄥ, s. free reed mouth organ, the wooden pipes stuck in a pumpkin, #17,556 (Add
to Longdo) reed s ㄏㄨㄤˊ. spring lock, #18.444 (Add to Longdo) breeding (xu yù, ㄒㄩㄢˇ ㄩˋ, breeding/breeding) seed selection; breeding, #19,620 s.add the Longdo s.xiāo, ㄒㄧㄠ, s/ 簫 s xiao, a free reed mouth organ or several tubes blown from below; same as 簫 line... also translated pan tubes, #19,627 (Add to Longdo) breeding
(tree yù, ㄈㄢˊ ㄩˋ, breeding) of the breed, #20,083 (Add to Longdo) cane (lye, ㄌㄨˊ, reed / 蘆) rush; reed; Phragmites communis, #20,652 (Add to Longdo) re-education through labor (láo ji'o, ㄌㄠˊ ㄐㄧㄠˋ, re-education through labor, #22,843 (Add to Longdo) reeds, ㄌㄨˊ ㄨㄟˇ, reeds/蘆葦) reeds, #23,951 (Add to Longdo) stockings
(fáng yng, ㄈㄤˊ ㄧㄤˇ, stockings /stockings 養) a (livestock, fish. will grow; raise, #26,522 (Add to Longdo) freedom of speech (yán lùn z' yóu, ㄧㄢˊ ㄌㄨㄣˋ ㄗˋ ㄧㄡˊ, freedom of speech/freedom of speech) (constitutional) freedom of speech, #28,655 (add to Longdo) freedom . ㄗˋ ㄧㄡˊ ㄉㄨˋ dù . (number of freedoms); variance, #28,790
(Add to Longdo) Creed (x?n tiáo, ㄒㄧㄣˋ ㄊㄧㄠˊ, Creed / Creed) creed; #29. 409, Longdo,ㄨㄟˇ, s/葦, reed; rush; Phragmites communis, #29,923 (Add to Longdo) Doctrine (ji'o y' ㄐㄧㄠˋ ㄧˋ, Tan/Tan) creed; tan, #30 456 (Add to Longdo) incubation (fū, ㄈㄨ, incubation) breeding; incubate; hatch, #30,677 ( Add to Longdo ) life sn m sng,
ㄖㄣˋ ㄇㄧㄥˋ, snr . resigned sth, #31,067 (Add to Longdo) dogms (ji'o tiáo, ㄐㄧㄠˋ ㄊㄧㄠˊ, doghots/dogons) creed; vallási dogma, #31,720 s.720 s.wēn chuáng, ㄨㄣ ㄔㄨㄤˊ, 溫/溫) melegágy; költőhely; Ábra. költőhely a bűncselekmények vagy zendülés, #32.380 sydd to longdo, staal o d'ng ji'o yёng, ㄌㄠˊ ㄉㄨㄥˋ ㄐㄧㄠˋ ㄧㄤˇ,
uplifting, uplifting /teaching養, stnevels révén a munkaerő, #34,623 (Add to Longdo) s d', ㄉㄧˊ, s' anaphalis yedoensis (gyöngyház örök reed); a japán neveken ogi fonetikus srtékkel, #35,342 sgr. tān yù, ㄊㄢ ㄩˋ, greed / 貪慾) kapzág; kapzsiság; kapzsi; mohó, #37,103 (Add to Longdo) wù, s/ s/騖 s/ gyors; kapzsi; #38 803 (Add to
Longdo) 笳 (jiā, ㄐㄧㄚ, 笳) füttysz?reedből, #40,931 (Add to Longdo) eggs (zhёng d'n, ㄓㄨㄥˇ ㄉㄢˋ, eggs / eggs) tenysztoj?sból, #42.368 (Add to Longdo)-ból Greed, tān cái, ㄊㄢ ㄘㄞˊ, Greed / 貪), hogy kapzsik legyenek a pénzmegszerzében, #42 903 (Add to longdo), jiā, ㄐㄧㄚ, reed; Phragmites communis, #45.795 (Add to Longdo)
szabad érej ㄩˊ szájorgona, facsövekkel beszorult egy tösbe; nagyobb változata a sheng, #48,648 (Add to Longdo) s(l'i, ㄌㄞˋ, s/籟) zene; Zenei cső 3 reeds, #49,125 (Add to Longdo) news by xīn sjn z'yóu, ㄒㄧㄣ ㄨㄣˊ ㄗˋ ㄧㄡˊ, news by / new 聞 by sajtószabadság, #51,834 (Add to Longdo) insatiable (tān d'w'y'n, ㄊㄢ ㄉㄜˊ y' ㄧㄢˋ,
insatiable 貪 厭) telhetetlenül kapzsi, #53,293 (Add to Longdo) double (shuāng huáng, ㄕㄨㄤ ㄏㄨㄤˊ, double a' formában vagy színházi kettős felvonás, népszerű, mivel Qing alkalommal, az egyik játékos ül színpadon elöl, sjrár a vers vagy dal a második játékos rejtett hátul (is errt slugs . . . double); kettős reed (oboában vagy fagottban
használt); oboa vagy fagott, #54 158 (Add to Longdo) 萑 (huán, ㄏㄨㄢˊ, 萑) (nádak), #54.581 (Add to Longdo) breeds of livestock (zhng chù, ㄓㄨㄥˇ ㄔㄨˋ, breeds / breeds of animals) tenyészállomány (állatjomány); stud, #55, 507 (Add to Longdo) period (fā qíng qī, ㄈㄚ ㄑㄧㄥˊ ㄑㄧ, period / issue period) a költési időszakban (zool.);
oestrus (időszak a szexuális fogékonyság a női emlősök), #62,866 (Add to Longdo); 筬, osatooshi( n) reed rajz-in (manuf.); horpadás (Add to Longdo) slugs ( gattsuku) (v5k, vi) (Lásd: slugs), hogy kapzsi; hogy felfalja mohón (Add to Longdo); It's over; [, gatsugatsu ; gatsugatsu] (adv,n,vs) (on-mim) mohón; égő vágy valami (Add to
Longdo) め , gametsui ( adj-i) kapzsi; megragadás; ragadozó; számítás; avaricious [Add to Longdo] aめ,a(z) gameru; game ru (v1,vt) (1) mohón próbál nagyot nyerni (pl. mahjong); (2) pöccintéshez; a nick; a pilfer (Add to Longdo) ヌ dog (aヌinu ken) (n) (Lásd: Hokkaido dog; the breed of dog native to Hokkaido [Add to Longdo] outbreed[,
autoburi-do] (n) outbreed [Add to Longdo] Wanted; Want Teke[, akareke ; acaru . bowling] (n) Akhal-Teke, a breed of horses, which is Turkmenistan [Add to Longdo] Abessin[, abesshinian] (n) Abessin (cat breed) [Add to Longdo] Améshaw[, amesho-] (n) (abbr) American short hair (cat breed) [Add to Longdo] Anglo Norman[,
anguronoruman] (n) (1) English-Norman (French dialect); (2) Angelo-Normal (horse breed) [Add to Longdo] Impreed [, inbri-do] (vs) an inbreed [Add to Longdo] Canadian Charter of Human Rights [Canada Jinkenkenshou] (n) Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms [Addd] by Longdo] Cochin [, ko-chin] (n) Cochin (chicken breed) [Add
to Longdo] Japanese Bobtail; Japanese bobtail[, japani-zububutiru ; japani-zu . bobuteiru] (n) Japanese bobtail (breed cat) [Add to Longdo] Double Lead[, dabururi-do] (n) double reed [Add to Longdo] Dalmatian[, darumeshian] (n) Dalmatian (dog breed) [Add to Longdo] Chivetan Mastiff[, chibetanmasuchifu] (n) Titan mastiff (dog breed) [
Add Longdo] Nicaia Creed [Nikaia Shinjo, nikaia shinjou] (n) Nicole Creed [Add to Longdo] Hufflinger [, hafuringa-] (n) Hafflinger (breed horse) [Add to Longdo] Ballet Dancer [ , bareedansa-] (n) ballet dancer [ Add Longdo] Himalayas [, Himalayas] (n) Himalayan (breed cat) [Add to Longdo] beating lead [, bi-teinguri-do] (n) beating reed
[Add to Longdo] freediving [, fri-daibingu] (n) (see bare dive) freediving; free-dive; (2) skin diving [Add to Longdo] Freedom[, furi-damu] (n) freedom; (P) [Add to Longdo] Free Lead[, fri-ri-do] (n) free reed [Add to Longdo] Breeder[, buri-da-] (n) Breeder [Add to Longdo] Professional Ballet Dancer [, purobareedansa-] (n) (abbr) professional
ballet dancer [Add to Longdo] Betomin [, betomin] (n) Vietminh (Vietnamese Independent League organic to gain freedom from French colonial rule) [Add to Longdo] mastiff [, massiffu] (n) mastiff (dog breed) [Add to Longdo] Merino [, merino] (n) Merino (sheep breed) [Add to Longdo] Yalta Secret Agreement [Yalta Himitsukyoutei] (see
Yalta negotiations) The Yalta Agreement (secret US-UK-Soviet agreement) where the Soviets agreed to to attack Japan within three months of german serender [Add to Longdo] European reeds [Europe yoshikiri; European yoshikiri, yo-rhoppa yoshikiri ; yo-doppayoshikiri] (n) (uk) Eurasian reed lark (Acrocephalus scirpacous) [Add to
Longdo] lead[, ri-do] (n,vs) (1) lead (game, dance, etc.); to be in the lead; (n) 2. (3) legible; reading; (P) [Add Longdo] ri-doorugan] (n) reed organ [Add to Longdo] 啦 ーン[, ri-dobarubu] (n) reed valve [Add to Longdo] 啦ーlessness[漕漕 ad-na,n) greed; cruelty; persistent; [Add to Longdo] 葦;蘆;葭;芦;芦[啦ン;啦ン;; ヨ, ashi; yoshi; ashi; yoshi]
(n,adj-no) (uk) common reed (Phragmites australis) [Add to Longdo] 葦髄ay¢aiak¢a yoshinozuikaratenjounozoku ( exp,v5k) have a narrow view of things; to look at the ceiling with a reed [Add to Longdo] 葦髄,-on覗,[a,-i, yoshinozuikaratenjouwonozoku] (exp,v5k) to have a narrow-minded set of things; to look at the ceiling with a reed [Add
to Longdo] 葦¢雀雀ا雀 yoshiwarasuzume] (n) (obsc) (see 葦ṣ 葦). (2) characters inspired by this style [Add to Longdo] 葦笛[啦ン¢¢, ashibue] (n) reed pipe [Add to Longdo] 葦辺;蘆辺啦ン, ashibe] (n) reedy shore [Add to Longdo] 葦簀;葭簀;葦簾 yoshizu] (n) reed screen [Add to Longdo] 由[啦ン, ishinojiyuu] (n) (see 由ad for freedom [Add-to
Longdo]汚 蘆辺a汚 ,-,-,-, ijikitanai] (adj-i) gluttonous; greedy [Add to Longdo] 易姓ṣṣン [huuliae, ekiseikakumei] (n) revolution (change of dynasty) ordained by Heavenṣゅ when the incumbent emperor is found lacking in moral virtue (old Chinese political thought) [Add to Longdo] اا  ishukouhai] (n) crossing [Add to Longdo] 啦由ṣン [啦ンン,
jiyuudo] degrept [Add to Longdo] A Collaborative International Dictionary of English v.0.48 [gcide]: Reed \Reed\ (r[=e]d) , a. Red. --Chaucer. [1913 Webster] The Collaborative International Dictionary of English v.0.48 [gcide]: Reed \Reed\, v. &amp; n. Same as {Rede}. --Chaucer. [1913 Webster] Collaborative International Dictionary of
English v.0.48 [gcide]: Reed \Reed\, n. Ruminer's fourth stomach; It's ren extinguishing. [Prov. Eng. or Scottish.] [1913 Webster] The Collaborative International Dictionary of English v.0.48 [gcide]: Reed \Reed\, n. [AS. hre['o]d; related d. riet, G. riet, ried, OHG. kriot, riot.] 1. (Bot.) The name is given to many tall and coarse grasses or
grasslike plants, and slender, often articulated, stems, such as various bamboo, and especially common reeds of Europe and North America ({Phragmites [1913 Webster] 2. Musical instruments made from hollow joints of some plants; rustic or pastoral pipe. [1913 Webster] Arcadian check, Hermes' pastoral reed. Milton, it's not my fault.
[1913 Webster] 3. An arrow as made from a reed. --Prior. [1913 Webster] 4. Straw prepared thatching the roof. [Prov. Eng.] [1913 Webster] 5. (Mus.) a) A small piece of brandy or wood attached to the mouth-up of certain instruments and set into vibration by the breath. In the clarinet it is a fiat reed; in the oboe and bassoon, form a double
compressed tube. (b) one of the thin pieces of metal the vibration of which generates sounds of melody, harmonium, harmonium or seraphine; are also linked to certain sets or registers of tubes in the organ. [1913 Webster] 6. (Weaving) The frame is parallel to a flat strip of metal or reed, between which the chain threads pass, down to the
swinging lathe or loom beating up the weed; A sley. See {Batten}. [1913 Webster] 7. (Mining) A tube containing a dust train to ignite the blasting charge. [1913 Webster] 8th (Arch.) Same as {Reeding}. [1913 Webster] {Egyptian reed} (Bot.), the papyrus. {Free reed} (Mus.), a reed whose edges do not cover the wind passage, -- used
harmonium, concertina, etc. can be distinguished from beating or hitting the organ and clarinet. {Meadow meadow grass} (Bot.), the {Glyceria aquatica}, is a tall grass located in wet places. {Reed babbler}. See {Reedbird}. {Reed bunting} (Zool.) A European sparrow ({Emberiza sch[oe]niclus}) that is common in swampy places; -- also
known as {cane sparrow}, {ring bunting}. (b) Reedling. {Reed canary grass} (Bot.), a tall wild grass ({Phalaris arundinacea}). {Reed grass}. (Bot.) (a) The common reed. See {Reed}, 1.b) a plant of the genus (Sparganium); the bur reed. See {Bur}. {Reed Organ} (Mus.), an organ in which the wind acts as a series of free reeds such as
harmonium, melodeon, concertina, etc. {Reed tube} (Mus.), the tube is an organ furnished with reed. Reed sparrow}. (Zool.) See {Reed bunting} above. {Reed stop} (Mus.), a set of pipes with an organ furnished with reeds. {Reed lark}. (Zool.) (a) small European lark {Acrocephalus streperus}; -- also known as {reed wren}. (b)
{Acrocephalus}, {Calamoherpe) and {Arundinax} are any of the many species of Indian and Australian larks. Excellent singers. {Sea sand reed} (Bot.), a kind of coarse grass ({Ammophila arundinacea}). See {Beach grass}, {Beach}. {Wood-fired grass} (Bot.), a tall, elegant grass ({Cinna arundinacea}), is common in wet forests. [1913
Webster] Reedbird Forum
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